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Operating Guidelines During Strike

During the strike essential campus services shall continue to operate without interruption, but all nonessential services shall be curtailed for the duration. The following guidelines should aid the effectiveness of plant operations in providing service:

1) While the air conditioning is not fully functioning, please close all drapes to reduce solar energy.

2) Use minimum lighting ONLY. Please turn out lights when offices and classrooms are not in use.

3) Please enforce a "NO SMOKING" policy in the classrooms, as well as removing all paper and debris from the classrooms.

4) Please report all leaks, stopped-up plumbing, etc., by calling:

   \[\begin{array}{ll}
   2550 & \text{6 A.M. to 6 P.M.} \\
   2068 & \text{6 P.M. to 6 A.M.}
   \end{array}\]

Your consideration and assistance during this period is appreciated. We will endeavor to provide essential campus services, but we need your cooperation.